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Out with
the old…

…in with
JANUARY 2021

the NEW!

Let’s Get Started!
a note from ShingleHanger’s CEO, Reginald Hands & The Upsidehustle editor and CMO, Adrienne Waterston
Let’s face it. 2020 has been an unusually challenging year. From COVID-19 to massive economic disruption
and the struggle for racial justice, sometimes it has been difficult to find that proverbial silver lining in amongst
the clouds. And for people who have lost loved ones or jobs this year or have been working on the front lines in
hospitals and essential jobs, 2020 has been especially tough.
However, 2020 has also offered up some surprising opportunities as well.
For example:
• the inability to go out and about as
“normal” has opened up time we
might have spent in the grind to
instead reflect on the things that really
matter and maybe re-prioritize how
we spend our time;
• many people now have more time to
spend with families and loved ones;
• some of us have taken up new hobbies;
• our “Honey Do” lists are shorter than
they have ever been;
• some of us are ending 2020 healthier
than we began it due to the pandemic
lockdowns and the accompanying
“free time” not spent in traffic;
• we have seen the growth of new
business models as need has inspired
entrepreneurial spirit;
• many of us have even gone as far as to
consider launching our own enterprises.
So with all the drama of 2020 in our
rearview mirror, we look forward
to 2021 with hope of better times.
Although there are many challenges still
ahead of us, this new year especially
comes with the promise of great growth
and change, a true new beginning.
A new part of the ShingleHanger™
experience will be the launch of our
new e-Zine called The Upsidehustle,
which is specifically designed to help you
take your side hustle or small business

to the next level. In The Upsidehustle,
you’ll find educational information,
helpful hints and tips, events, interviews,
micro-entrepreneur profiles, news and
even some discount offerings from businesses in our communities.
The Upsidehustle’s focus is directed
towards helping you (the side hustler,
the reader, the sole proprietor, the gig
worker) find success. The articles you
find may be based on specific questions
that we are asked daily; an opinionated
response to a relevant or hot topic in
personal entrepreneurship; interesting
statistics or research; guides to help find
resources for starting your business in
your area; suggested topics from you,
our readers; and your personal stories
(send them to us!).
We want this e-Zine to be valuable
for you so please, please share your
feedback and suggestions to help us
improve. Email us at theupsidehustle@
shinglehanger.com with story suggestions, questions, business tips and more.
So as we say good bye to 2020, we
look forward to this new year, 2021, and
the possibilities it holds.
Let’s get this year off to a great
start! All the best to all of you in
2021. Make it happen!
— Reginald Hands (CEO)
& Adrienne Waterston (editor, CMO)

The January

ShingleHanger Challenge
— find it on page 8
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Own Your Own Business
and Be Profitable

by Amy Baach

If you’re working full-time, you’re probably
to run the errand? Any other costs? Do not Any job you can think of to
thinking of leaving your cubicle behind and take the senior with you unless you have
make someone’s life easier
instead, spending days on a beach
liability insurance.
will be appreciated.
somewhere. Whether you’ve been laid
Dog walking in your neighborhood can
off because of Covid or you’re retired or
also be lucrative. Take a flier around a
Washing a car monthly, mowing lawns
if you want to make money on the side,
3-block area introducing yourself and your
once a week, housecleaning, taking dry
become an entrepreneur. You don’t need
experience. Bill a per 30-minute period
cleaning to the cleaners once a week for
a degree in marketing and
neighbors is easy. They’ll
an MBA in order to branch
leave the clothing in a
*ShingleHanger is currently in beta testing
out on your own.
bag on their porch. You
and is FREE until 1/31/21! So sign up today!
There are countless
pick it up and can deliver
examples of men and
it back. Just supply them
women, young and old, who have
and be sure to tell the client that you’ll pick with a hook to fit over their door to place
overcome poverty, poor education and a
up what their dog leaves behind. You can
the dry cleaning when it’s brought back.
complete lack of business experience to
offer to feed the dog first. Look into getting
Just sit down where it’s quiet and list
succeed.
bonded too with an insurance company if
ideas you wish someone else could
you need to go inside their house to get
handle for you. You’ll come up with quite
One key is to identify a service the dog. That’s a feature people will like.
a few!
business that is helpful.
Something as simple as taking garbage
Then go to ShingleHanger.com and
cans to the curb for neighbors may be
sign up to use the online business tools to
Errand running for seniors can be profitworth a few dollars. The more houses you
schedule your jobs, send invoices and
able. You will need to figure out your
can sign up, the more money you’ll make.
design your custom website (FREE) for
budget in order to know what to bill. What Also return the cans to the house after
only $4.99 a month.*
are your gas costs? How long will it take
pick-up.
Make money and make a difference!
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The 5 Ps of

Marketing
by Amy Baach

There are five basic slices of the pie to
good marketing.

Product (or service).

or coupons. Establish your business
first and then slowly raise your prices in
increments. You have value.

What are you offering to your client?
Is it going to benefit them? What can
you do to outsell your competitors with
the same product/service? Differentiate
yourself.

Place.

Price.

How are you going to raise awareness?
Help coordinate a giveaway at a local
car dealership and offer your services
as a prize. The event helps you and
the dealership. Giveaway hand sanitizers with your logo on them. Many ad

Are you matching the price of your service with others offering the same thing?
Research the market and see what
others are charging. Lower your price
by 5% or 10%. Offer special discounts

Decide the best place to advertise your
service at the best price. School programs? Coffee shops? Door hangers?

Promotion.

specialty companies offer inexpensive
products you can giveaway, i.e., T-shirts,
caps, key holders, magnets to put on
refrigerators with your logo and phone
number.
(and most importantly)

Positioning.

Put your service in your client’s mind.
Drop off scratch pads with your name
and number on them. Think about what
you can do to make their life easier and
keep you top of mind.
No matter how you slice it, you will
stand out and be remembered if you
follow the 5 Ps of Marketing.
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Be Your Own Boss

by Adrienne Waterston

Do you know a teenager, who might be thinking about how to get some extra spending money, help out their family or find a way to
save for college expenses? They could work for a local restaurant or grocery store, which is a fine way to earn some cash, but usually,
especially starting out, the schedule is at the mercy of someone else and that can be tricky.
On the other hand, you could suggest they start their OWN business and in the process, not only earn some cash, but learn about
how to work with people, how to manage their time, and what it takes to build a successful business. These are life skills that will help in
many other areas of their life, and are great assets to list in applying to bigger jobs or even put on a college application.
But we know that starting one’s own business can be daunting, so here are a few tips to get you/them started.
To walk you through these steps we will use the example of a dog walker, but you should be apply the ideas presented below to any of
the other jobs listed below.

High Paying
Jobs for Teens
House Cleaning
Pet Sitting
Landscaping
Tutoring
Babysitting
1. Start where you are

Figure out what you like to do and then
see what resources you have available
already to help you decide which job you
want to do.
For example, you might love dogs and
think you might like to be a dog walker. But
when you look around, there are no pets
allowed in your large apartment complex.
To get to the people who need your
services, you might need a car or take a
bus, which makes getting to the job either
too expensive or too time-consuming to
make doing the job worthwhile.
However, if you already have a car
that you don’t mind having a lot of dogs in
at once, or your immediate neighborhood
has lots of dogs, dog walking might be a
good fit.

2. Start small

You could spend a bunch of time getting
people to let you walk their dogs and find
out that when you try to walk 8 dogs at
once, you get all tangled up and your
arms hurt because the dogs are pulling
you along the entire walk.
However, if you start with one dog,
you can spend some time learning the
tricks of the trade. Do some research on
the best way to walk a lot of dogs.
There is a lot of material on the web on
dog training and how tos on dog
walking — just search for “how to walk
lots of dogs” or whatever it is you are
wondering how to do. Or, if you have
limited time, you might decide to stick
with one or two dogs at a time, for the
time being, just for practice.

3. Consider all the details

When you are figuring out what to do for
a side hustle, you need to consider all the
details of your situation related to the kind
of job you pick.
For example, if you need a car to pick
up multiple dogs, can they all fit in the back
safely? How will you secure them? Do you
need to buy leashes? Or special harnesses? Doggie bags? Treats? Where is
the nearest dog park? How much gas will
you be using? Do you need special dog
walking insurance in case a dog has a
problem you could not have anticipated? Is
it a good idea to be licensed and
bonded? Is there a company out there that
you can work for? What are the pros and
cons of working for someone else, versus
continued, page 7
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To Be an Entrepreneur Listen to One

by Nicole Martins Ferreira

While the definition of entrepreneurship has stayed constant
for decades, the possibilities for aspiring entrepreneurs sure
have come a long way.
Think about it: 100 years ago, what options did an entrepreneur have? If you didn’t have the skill to make something, and
didn’t have the capital to buy something, you were out of luck.
Fast forward to today, and there are 582 million entrepreneurs in the world. The opportunities have exploded.
Let’s take a look at the top tips shared by startup entrepreneurs, and how you can use these tips to overcome the
challenges that come your way.

Dez Stephens of Radiant Health
Institute shares,
“The ONE piece of advice I’d give someone who
wants to be an entrepreneur is to start your business
with no debt and no overhead. That’s how I started
my company six years ago and it greatly increased
my inevitable success.”

Keval Baxi of Codal Inc. shares,
“One piece of advice that I’d give to someone who
wants to be an entrepreneur is to be reliable. If you say
you’re going to do something, do it.”

Chrys Tan of Chrys Media says,
“The one piece of advice that I would give to an
entrepreneur would be to embrace failure. Failure is
guaranteed when you are an entrepreneur, whether it
is the failure of meeting a number of targeted sales or
even the failure of a business.

One of the best entrepreneur quotes comes
from Swati Davidson, who says:

“But if you know that experiencing failure is guaranteed
when running a business, you wouldn’t fear failure but
embrace failure instead. When you embrace failure,
you take on more risks and you move past failures
faster as well.”

“Trust your intuition. The reason is simple: In order to
beat your competitors and grow rapidly, you’ve got to
be able to spot those key opportunities and then take
action, even when risky.
“This requires “instinct” and the confidence to act up on it.
Some call it luck, but it’s not. It’s having the courage to
trust your gut.”
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What to Do After You Get the Job

by Amy Baach

Here are some ideas you can do to help you make a deeper
connection with the people who hire you:

1

After you complete a job, send a thank you note or email
to your client within 48 hours. This will make a lasting
impression. Most vendors don’t care, but this note will
show you value their business.

2

Within 30 days send a note asking if they have any
questions about the job you are doing or have done for
them and ask if they are satisfied. Hopefully, they will have
called back and you’re still working with them.

3
4

Within 90 days, send a mailer or a coupon about a
special you’re having.
After six months, put a survey in the mail or email. Ask
questions about your work and if there is anything else you
can do for them. If they are pleased with the work you’ve
done, ask them for the names of three customer referrals.

Now you’ve established a relationship with the client. It doesn’t
cost any money. Word of mouth from clients to potential clients is
the best advertising you can get.

Be Your Own Boss, cont’d
working for yourself? (to read a great
article on that very topic, click here)

4. Build positive relationships
with your clients

Once you have decided on a job and are
actively taking jobs, make sure to communicate regularly with your clients. Be clear
about your expectations and conditions and
make sure your client is clear about theirs.
If you are a dog walker, you might pick
up and return the dog when the client is
not at home and not have an opportunity
to talk with them in person. Make sure you
schedule regular calls with your clients to
update them on how everything is going or
find a way to meet in person. Be up front
with them about the terms of your employment: what you expect in terms of compensation; the frequency of your service; what
you expect in terms of the animal’s

behavior; what happens if you are sick;
what to do in the event of an emergency;
how they can reach you, etc.
Be sure to communicate with you client.
Again, in the dog walking scenario, let
your client know how your interaction with
their dog(s) is going: how the dog seems
to be doing/feeling; is the dog healthy; do
they seem happy; how do they get along
with the other dogs (if you are walking
more than one); etc. Open communication
will show the client you care and are
knowledgeable and trustworthy. This in
turn, may make them comfortable recommending you to other people.
Make sure you bill your client regularly
so you can receive payment in a timely
manner. If you install a consistent payment
plan up front, this will alleviate any potential
issues or misunderstandings down the road.
One last thing, be sure to be courteous
and show your client that you appreciate
their business! They are trusting you and

paying you. Check in with them to make
sure they are happy with your service by
asking them directly or sending an email
every so often. You can add a line to your
invoice that says, “Thank you for your
business!” or you can thank them in person
from time to time. Consider sending them a
thank you card after a few months or a
year end holiday card (if you have worked
for them for a while). These things are not
hard and can really help you build a
strong relationship.
Make sure you consider as many
aspects of your potential side hustle as
you can possibly think of. Make lists. Find
out potential costs of needed items,
transportation, insurance, etc. Double
check those lists and ask other people
you know who are doing it what they
think. Or find groups or articles online
specific to your job type and see what
other people are doing and how.
And then, get going! You can do it!
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Notes from the Product Desk
It’s been several months since we launched the beta version of
ShingleHanger’s business management and marketing tools. As we’ve
been actively recruiting new users and gathering feedback, we have
also been busy making product fixes and improving usability.
You may have noticed some of the
recent updates that have been added
to the product. If you haven’t yet seen
them, log on and check them out!
1. Improved registration process
including a set of welcome emails
that help new users get started.
2. Improved security features such
as timed automatic log outs after
periods of prolonged inactivity and
an improved reset password process.
3. Improved usability features such
as enhanced message bubbles
throughout the program. For
example, hovering over your
calendar entries now shows you
complete details about the job,
allowing more efficient scanning
of your appointments.
4. Enhancements to the Website
editor. You can now easily make
edits to each section of the website
and save them as you go. You can
select which of your services you
want to display on your website
and choose whether or not to
display pricing information. You can
also customize the site by adding
your own photos to your website,
simply by providing the URL to your
photo. And you can easily preview
your website as you make changes.
When you are happy with the look,
just copy the URL for your
customized website right from the
Website Editor screen and use it to
market your business!

But we haven’t stopped there. Stay
tuned for our upcoming release
containing enhancements designed to
help you track and grow your business!
You’ll see new statistics on client
growth, total income growth, and
income generated by each service.
It will include new features designed
to save you time and maximize your
profitability! You’ll also find features
designed to make ShingleHanger
easier to use. For example, you’ll be
able to easily schedule recurring jobs in
the calendar and to browse through
our tutorials to learn to make the most
of the program.
Finally, we are excited to give you a
peak into what is coming down the
road in 2021. Based on feedback from
our users, our team is busily working on
ShingleHanger Mobile — a streamlined
and simple-to-use mobile app designed
specifically for your smart phone or
tablet device. ShingleHanger Mobile
will include new features you need to
save you time and maximize your
business productivity!
We are so grateful for, and want to
give a big THANK YOU! to all of you
that have already provided valuable
feedback.
But please keep it coming. Email us at
beta@shinglehanger.com if you have any
feedback, want to see new features, that
may even be specific to your business
type, or have any questions about our
platform. With your help, we are going to
keep getting better!
Hello 2021!! It’s going to be an
exciting year for ShingleHanger!
— Anne Brillantes, Chief Product Officer

helping you realize your business dreams

JANUARY CHALLENGE
If you are like us, in proper New
Year’s tradition, you have ushered in
a new list of resolutions & goals that
you would like to accomplish in the
coming year.
If you haven’t before, we would
like to challenge you to do more
than just list your goals—also figure
out WHY you want to achieve your
goal. Whatever your goals may be,
spending the time to figure out the
“why” can be the difference between
success and failure. And then, spend
some time figuring out HOW.
When you are looking for a
place to begin to discover WHY and
HOW, ShingleHanger would like to
be a part of your winning strategy
to help you achieve those goals this
coming year.
You can find the tips from this
e-Zine as well as lots more advice,
business information, start-up
inspiration and how tos on the
News section of our website. And of
course, for great business tools, sign
up today with ShingleHanger at

shinglehanger.com.
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